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How about a lift.. 
From the Inside Out!

The Medical 
Power of Light

SmoothLiftin™
Intraoral  

Face LiftingDid you know? 
Starting at age 25, we lose 

an average of 2% of our 
collagen annually.
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Book your 
Appointment 

Today!
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*Courtesy of: Adrian Gaspar, MD

Why does skin lose laxity with age?
Collagen is essential for healthy young-looking 
skin because it give structures to the cells and 
supports the dermis. As we age, the production 
of collagen reduces causing our skin to loose 
laxity and create wrinkles. This process is natural 
and can be expedited by environmental factors 
like smoking, sun exposure and pollution.

How can you sustain your collagen?
You can help sustain your collagen with healthy 
lifestyle choices and a collagen supporting 
regiment. Use sunscreen year round, drink plenty 
of water and help restore your skin firmness and 
structure with collagen formation treatments.

What is SmoothLiftin™?
SmoothLiftin is an exclusive non-invasive treatment 
that heats up the skin intraorally and targets volume 
through a process called collagen induction. The 
effects are an overall improvement of tightness and 
elasticity of the skin along with a plumping effect, 
much like a filler.

What can I expect from the treatment?
SmoothLiftin is an intraoral procedure and will 
require you to keep your mouth open throught the 
duration of the procedure. Each person is different 
but you can expect minimal to no discomfort during 
the treatment. Immediately following the treatment, 
you may experience some redness or swelling that 
will diminish after a few hours and an immediate 
tightness and fullness of the area. Most patients can 
resume their daily activities immediately following 
the treatment.

Incredible Results... 
Noticable after 

just 1 Treatment!
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